
FUNCTION OVERLOADING



�What is overloading

– Overloading means assigning multiple

meanings to a function name or operator

symbolsymbol

– It allows multiple definitions of a function with 
the same name, but different signatures.

�C++ supports

– Function overloading

– Operator overloading



• Function overloading means two or more 

functions can have the same name but either 

the number of arguments or the data type of 

arguments has to be different, also note that arguments has to be different, also note that 

return value has no role because function will 

return a value when it is called and at compile 

time we will not be able to determine which 

function to call. 



• In the first example in our code we make two 

functions one for adding two integers and 

other for adding two floats but they have 

same name and in the second program we same name and in the second program we 

make two functions with identical names but 

pass them different number of arguments. 

Function overloading is also known as compile 

time polymorphism.



/* Function arguments are of different data type */ 

long add(long, long); 

float add(float, float); 

int main() { 

long a, b, x; float c, d, y; 

cout << "Enter two integers\n";

cin >> a >> b; 

x = add(a, b); cout << "Sum of integers: " << x << endl; 

cout << "Enter two floating point numbers\n"; 

cin >> c >> d; 

y = add(c, d); y = add(c, d); 

cout << "Sum of floats: " << y << endl; 

return 0; 

} 

long add(long x, long y) {

long sum; sum = x + y; return sum;

} 

float add(float x, float y) 

{

float sum; sum = x + y; 

return sum; }



/* Number of arguments are different */ 

void display(char []);

// print the string passed as argument void display(char [], char []); 

int main() { 

char first[] = "C programming"; 

char second[] = "C++ programming"; 

display(first); display(first, second); 

return 0; 

} 

void display(char s[])void display(char s[])

{ 

cout << s << endl;

} 

void display(char s[], char t[]) 

{ 

cout << s << endl << t << endl;

}



• Problems Practices

• Write a program to define 2 area functions to 

calculate the area of circle as well as for the 

rectangle using function overloading.rectangle using function overloading.

• Write  a program to create 2 sum functions to 

calculate the sum of all integer elements of an  

array as well as for the float array using 

function overloading.


